Members of the Truman faculty and staff who are celebrating their retirement, 5th, 10th, 15th, 20th, 25th, 30th, 35th and 40th anniversaries of service to Truman were honored at the Annual Service Recognition Banquet April 21 in the Student Union Building Georgian Room.


The 40-year-anniversary honoree was Melinda Hettinger. The 35-year-anniversary honoree was George Schulte.

Pictured above are 30-year-anniversary honorees. From left to right: Linda Twining, John Dahlman, Kathy Elsea and Paula Moore.


Pictured above are the 20-year-anniversary honorees. Seated (left to right): Huping Ling, Heidi Templeton, Tracy Williams, Lori Murray and Teresa West. Back row: Ron Manning, Gregg Siewert, David West, Eric Howard and Kyung Mun. Not pictured: Joe Billington, Paul Fellows, Jerry Findling, Mark Hanley, James Jereb, Tim Maize, Sara Orel, Harold Reeves, Cathy Sherraw and Mark Weidner.
Pictured to the left are the **15-year-anniversary** honorees. Seated (left to right): Judy Gooch, Patricia Mickey, Diane Moore and Susan Limestall. Back row: Shuan Klingsmith, John Quinn, James McNabb, William Ashcroft, Jose Herrera and Robert Tigner. Not pictured: Anne Bergey, Mark Campbell, Joyce Edwards, Stephanie Fore, Shirley McKamey, Debra Noshurt, James Padfield, Claire Peckash, Stephanie Powelson, Darin Schnetzer and Kevin White.

Pictured to the right are the **10-year-anniversary** honorees. Seated (left to right): Amber Johnson, Katalina Bulen, Liz Lay, Daisy Rearick and Katie Best. Back row: Dean De Cock, Peter Ramberg, Kasey Graves, Mike Elam, Jonathan Gering, Robert Davis, Terry Crook and Dari Davis. Not pictured: Lori Allen, Gary Blaruto, Xiaofen Chen, Christina Davis, Martin Eisenberg, Sarah Hass, Tina Hines, Walt Howd, Elaine McDuff, Tracy McFarland, Wendy Miner, Maria Nagan, Brent Orton, Sandra Rempe, Melissa Rodman, Judith Sharp, Scott Thatcher, Jeffrey Vittengl and Cassie Woods.